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BMC rehabilitates the citizens of Mandap Basti in ward no.9, #Bhubaneswar. In this development initiative of BMC, 
384 houses & allied facilities are being constructed. The work is going on in full swing and till date 160 houses have 
been completed. 73 residents were issued provisional allotment orders to get their houses while the rest will be given 
in a phased manner.

Savitri, the festival in which a married woman wishes for the longer life for her spouse, always remains a major festival 
in Odisha. However, for some unprivileged and homeless,  the celebration often remains a challenge as they stay here 
in Shelter for Urban Homeless (SUH).

Thanks to initiatives by Odisha Patita Uddhar Samiti in association with the Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation, 
many inmates or ``Savitris'' worshiped the deities and took blessings and prayed that their spouses would be safe 
somewhere in the world and be blessed with longer lives.

Sangeeta, a participant said "I had lost my parents from my childhood days and the human traffickers had sent me to 
Jhansi only for Rs.20,000. Though I had a dream to have my own family, this unfortunate incident shattered my hopes. 
Thanks to the initiative of the Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation (BMC) and OPUS, I got a family here. My daughter 
also got a maternal home. Above all, I was living a hopeless life, but this joint initiative has given a dignified life to me 
and my daughter.''

SUH women celebrate'Savitri'



On the Mother's Day 2018 visitors at 
Ekamra Walks Old Town Circuit got a 
glimpse of the worship of the ``Matrika'' or 
Mother Goddess at temples across the 
Ekamra Kshetra and how the ancient 
temple makers have focused on the social 
aspect of India, where Mother is always 
positioned at the helm of all familial 
traditions and occasions.

Tour guide Satyaswarup Mishra also 
explained how women and mothers were 
also getting appropriate projection in the 
temple building and pointed at statues of 
mother and child on the walls of 
Mukteswar Temple, from where the 
Ekamra Walks starts.

Mother's Day special at Ekamra Walks:
IIT Roorkee scholars and IFS probationer joined tour

Later at Parsurameswar Temple, Mishra 
also explained about the Sapta Matrika 
(Sevan forms of Shakti), which are 
represented as the seven furious forms of 
the Devi Parvati or Shakti. It is a well-
known fact that to safeguard her child a 
mother can take up any furious form so 
that the child remains safe and out of 
danger. According to Hindu mythology and 
the traditional temple building code or 
Shilpa Sashtra the temples were also 
designed as human bodies and there were 
always ample representation of statues 
representing various forms of women, 
including mothers

A preparatory meeting held at BMC for 
the pre-monsoon showers. The de-
siltation of all the drain has already 
started and will be completed within 
1st week of June. 

Listing of vulnerable sites and its 
preparatory assignments were 
discussed and elaborated by the 
engineering wing of BMC. Like 
previous year a 24x7 basis control 
room will be operational to respond 
emergency calls of the citizens.

Preparatory Meeting for the pre monsoon showers 



The Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation 
(BMC) has chalked out massive plans for 
the coming Odisha Hockey Men's World 
Cup-2018 as the civic body would execute 
three main projects as part of the core city 
infrastructure and beautification group, to 
enhance the ambience across the State 
Capital

Mechanical Sweeping:- 80 km stretch of 
main road to be covered 
Public Toilets & Sanitation Works:- There 
would be nearly 100 e-toilets across the 
city, making the environment clean and 
green. The e-toilets would be of stainless 
steel and may have auto cleaning facility as 
well.

Corporation Meeting

LED Streetlights:-phase-2 of installation will start with identification of green fields
Drainage:- De siltation of all major drains before the monsoon
Wall Paintings & Land spacing under City beautification Project
Pan City Transport:- 200 new busses to come up with the existing fleet of 110 busses. 
Temporary Command Control Centre:-soon to be inaugurated
City Wifi Project:-100 location
Smart Parks project:-
Smart Janpath project:-


